
The Results
I’ll introduce the results first, and then discuss the key takeaways. Here is a table of observations from the analysis:

Average 
Profit per 

Day

Compounded 
Return Based 

on Cash Flows1

Net Cash 
Out of 

Pocket2
Proceeds 

from Sales3

Current 
Holdings 

Value4 Total Value Total Return
Buy-and-hold $1.38 33% $33,991 $7,619 $62,237 $69,856 106%
Bowser Plan $1.60 39% $16,187 $44,673 $13,372 $58,045 259%
IWM $0.33 14% $35,612 $1,296 $48,667 $49,963 40%

1. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) based on all cash flows from investment transactions. The IRR is used by analysts to assess the 
return on cash flows with non-periodic schedules.
2. Following the Bowser Game Plan allows for lower cash investment as Proceeds from Sales of prior investments are used to fund 
purchases of subsequent stocks.
3. Includes dividends and Proceeds from Sales of positions during the holding period.
4. Total unrealized gain/loss of unsold positions.
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Buy-and-hold vs. the Game Plan
Answering the long-standing question: what if I just bought and held?

A recent note to The Bowser Report asks: “Clean 
Energy Fuels (CLNE) has moved above $8 per share; 
did I sell too early?”
 This is an excellent question that addresses 
a larger issue:  What if you don’t follow the Bowser 
Game Plan, and more specifically, the Selling Plan? 
 This article attempts to address whether the 
Selling Plan or buying and holding yields greater profits.

The Selling Plan

The Selling Plan’s two components include selling the 
stock at various stages of profit or selling the stock at a 
specific point of loss. The first of these, selling half the 
position when a stock doubles (and the other half on a 
price retreat) has a psychologically soothing effect. By 
selling half the position upon the double, risk of loss is 
off the table. The remaining shares are “house money.” 
In other words, no matter how badly the remaining 
shares perform, you will not lose money overall.
 The sale of shares on the retreat from the 
recent high as well as the sale of shares on a 50% drop 
is an homage to the second half of an old Wall Street 
axiom to let your winners run and cut your losses short.

The Study
I recently completed a study of Bowser picks from 2017 
– 2019 to answer the following questions:

1. How did the Bowser Game Plan work when 
compared to a simple buy-and-hold plan? 
2. How did it do compared to an index of small-cap 
stocks (IWM)?

 I used the following methodology to examine 
the performance of each pick and the total portfolio of 
36 stocks:

1. Each monthly pick was assumed to be purchased 
at the closing price of the last trading day of the 
month in which the newsletter was published.
2. I assumed an initial investment of $1,000 with 
share count rounded to the nearest whole share, 
less commissions.
3. The Selling Plan was followed. All trades were 
assumed to occur at the closing price on trading 
days. Stocks unsold as of December 31, 2020 are 
valued at the closing price for that day.
4. Dividends were calculated and accounted for as 
additional Proceeds from Sales.
5. Commissions were assumed to be $5 per trade.
6. The buy-and-hold strategy assumed all picks were 
purchased on the last day of the recommendation 
month and held until December 31, 2020 UNLESS 
the stock was bought out, merged or otherwise 
delisted before that.
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“5. SELLING PLAN: Sell half of your holdings when 
the stock doubles from your purchase price. Sell the 
remainder after the stock drops 25% from its most recent 
high. If the stock drops 50% without doubling, sell all 
shares.”



The Bowser Game Plan
1. DO NOT PAY more than $3/share for a stock.
2. CREATE A PORTFOLIO of 12 to 18 stocks. Diversification is important.
3. DO NOT SELL when a stock goes above $3/share and is moved to Page 5.
4. DO NOT SELL when a stock moves to a lower category.
5. SELLING PLAN: Sell half of your holdings when the stock doubles from your purchase price. Sell the remainder after 
the stock drops 25% from its most recent high. If the stock drops 50% without doubling, sell all shares.
6. RECORD proceeds from sales.
7. PORTFOLIO EVALUATION = current value of portfolio + proceeds from sales
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Returns
Although holding the positions and ignoring the 
plan resulted in a larger total value ($69,856 versus 
$58,045), this came at the cost of significantly higher 
capital requirements (an additional $17,804 out of 
pocket would have been required).
 This led to a far greater total return for the 
Bowser portfolio versus the buy-and-hold portfolio 
(359% versus 106%). Because of the Bowser Game 
Plan’s exit strategy, the portfolio became self-financing 
in just over 16 months.
 Another way to look at the return is on an annual 
basis. Following a buy-and-hold strategy yielded 
investors a whopping 33% annual Internal Rate of 
Return; not bad. However, following the Bowser Game 
Plan yielded an annualized IRR of 39%!
 The key takeaway here is that your money 
earned, on average, an additional 6% PER year and 
did so on $17,804 less cash out of pocket.

Profit Per Day
I found that the main contributor to the varying return 
percentages for the Bowser Plan versus the buy-and-
hold plan was the average profit per day. 
 As an example, under the buy-and-hold plan, if 
an investor bought One Group Hospitality (STKS) on 
January 31, 2017 and held it until December 31, 2020, 
he would have a profit of $1,160 over 1,430 days. That 
represents a profit of $0.81 per day for the holding 
period. 
 Following the Bowser Game Plan, the investor 
would have sold upon the double and then upon a 
retreat. This would have yielded a profit of $786. 
However, this was earned in a substantially shorter 
period of time, resulting in a profit per day of $1.16.
 The average profit during the analysis period 
for Bowser picks was $1.38 per day for a buy-and-
hold strategy versus $1.60 following the Bowser Game 
Plan. 
 In other words, the Selling Plan results in a 
shorter holding period and more profit per day, which 
allowed each dollar invested to earn more with the 
Bowser Game Plan.

Comparison to a Small-Cap ETF
I next compared the results of the cash flows from 

our analysis with the results that would have been 
generated had they been invested in the iShares 
Russell 2000 ETF (IWM), a well-known small-cap 
exchange traded fund.
 Unhappily for investors in the ETF, their annual 
IRR was only 14%.  Any profit is better than losing 
money, but this paltry return pales considerably next 
to the Bowser Plan’s 39% annual IRR. In addition, 
average profit per day was just $0.33, $1.05 per day 
less than the buy-and-hold strategy and $1.27 less 
than the Bowser Game Plan.

Final Thoughts
Of course, your results may vary. Purchase day, 
brokerage commissions, execution price and sale 
dates could all be different. One day’s difference 
in purchase timing could alter the time until your 
investment doubles. However, the results are clear: 
sticking to the Bowser Game Plan yields better results 
than both a buy-and-hold strategy or investment in a 
small-cap ETF.
 Our investing partnership has been very happy 
with the returns generated by following the Bowser 
Plan, and we intend to remain loyal subscribers.
 In summary, good companies purchased at 
good prices yield good results. Good companies at 
good prices with a disciplined selling plan yield great 
results.
Roger is a long-time subscriber and occasional contributer 
to The Bowser Report.

Market Overview
Major indices continued to hit new all-time highs, with 
the Russell 2000 Index leading the way. The relative 
strength from small stocks is partially due to the 
unusually high momentum for GameStop (GME) and 
other sympathy movers. Heavily-shorted stocks were 
the top performers, leading to skewed results from 
major indices. Bowser stocks (up 30.5%) had another 
record-breaking month as three recommendations 
gained over 100%. CPS Technologies (CPSH) and 
Koss Corp. (KOSS) both gained over 500% on 
extremely high momentum.
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COMPANY OF THE MONTH
MIND C.T.I. (MNDO) designs, develops, 
markets, supports, implements 
and operates real-time and off-line 
convergent billing and customer care 
software solutions. Its billing and 
customer care solutions support various 
services, such as voice, data and 
content services in a single platform. Its 
solutions also include a workflow engine to support the 
implementation of business processes and an integral 
point of sale solution that covers all sales processes. 
The company was founded in 1995 and currently has 
214 full time employees. 

Income Breakdown
MIND C.T.I. has been consistent in gradually growing 
revenues. Its customer base is diverse and includes 
some of the largest companies in the world, lowering 
the risk of losing significant business from just a few 
clients, as no customer accounted for more than 10% 
of total revenues. Currently, the majority of its revenues 
come from the Americas and Europe. Below is a chart 
showing the distribution of its revenues: 

Although revenues in the Americas decreased $1.1 
million to $12 million in the prior year, revenues in Europe 
spiked due to the inclusion of Message Mobile’s results 
of operations commencing in second quarter of 2019. 
Additionally, MNDO acquired enterprise messaging 
communication company, GTX GmbH, which when 
combined with Message Mobile, generated $6.1 million 
in 2019. 
 The acquisitions of Message Mobile in March 
2019 and GTX in September 2019 caused an increase 
in Services revenues. Below is a chart showing 
consolidated revenues over the past three years:

  The company’s goal to grow 
via acquisitions has paid off over the 
past two years offsetting slowing growth 
from Maintenance and License sales. 
  Net income has been hovering 
around $5 million as it becomes 
increasingly difficult to profit with 
COVID-19 hurting communications 

service providers. Many of MNDO’s customers have 
been cutting costs to offset lower revenues, which has 
made market conditions much more challenging. 

Balance Sheet and Margins
MIND C.T.I. has consistently generated positive cash 
flows from operations and currently has cash of $14.5 
million which is a great deal higher than its current 
liabilities of $5.7 million. It’s uncommon for a company 
that is growing via acquisitions to have a healthy 
balance sheet, but MNDO’s assets outweigh its 
liabilities 3.5 to 1. Working capital has recovered since 
the company completed its recent acquisitions and is 
on track to reach $15 million by the end of the year. 
 One of the biggest factors in the company’s 
financial success is its recurring revenues business 
model. MNDO has a gross profit margin of 51% and a 
net profit margin of 22%. Gross profits have gradually 
increased with revenues despite a 13% increase in total 
operating expenses in 2019. The company allocated 
an additional $500,000 to research and development 
in 2019 to maintain its competitive advantage. While 
its lowered sales and marketing expenses benefitted 
profit margins, we would like to see the company grow 
organically in addition to any future acquisitions.  

Dividend and Valuation
MIND C.T.I.’s strong fundamentals allow it to pay a 
dividend. Since 2003, it has distributed aggregate 
cash dividends of $4.78/share. MNDO pays an annual 
dividend with the most recent amount being $0.24 for a 
yield of 9%, outweighing the average annualized return 
of the Russell 2000 Index since 2000 (8.8%). 
 The dividend alone is enough incentive to 
hold MNDO long-term as long as it remains consistent 
despite the various market challenges from COVID-19. 
 MNDO was an appealing value investment 

Continued on page 6...

NASDAQ: MNDO
BOWSER RATING: 9

2018 2019 2020(A)

REVENUES $18,135,000 $22,664,000 $17,555,000

INCOME (LOSS) $5,134,000 $5,065,000 $3,993,000

WORKING CAPITAL $15,272,000 $12,779,000 $12,491,000

BOOK VALUE $1.07 $1.09 $1.08

TOTAL SHARES 19,561,000 19,962,000 19,962,000

FLOAT N/A N/A 16,580,000

(A) Nine months ended September 30, 2020
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MINIPRICED STOCKS IN BUYING RANGE
SYMBOLS: (A) NYSE MKT; (CM) NASDAQ CAPITAL MARKET, WAS THE SMALL CAP MARKET; (GM) NASDAQ GLOBAL MARKET, WAS NATIONAL MARKET; (N) NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE; (NR) NOT RATED; (QB) OTC QB MARKET; (QX) OTC QX MARKET; # PREVIOUSLY APPEARED ON LIST, BUT WAS REMOVED BECAUSE IT HAD RISEN ABOVE $3.00/
SHARE; FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS ARE LOSSES.

Date of
Recommend & 

Market Issue/Trading Symbol Principal Business
Price

02/05/21

Long-
term Debt 
(Millions)

Sales 
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions)

Income/Loss
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions)

Shares 
Outstanding 

(Millions)
Bowser 
Rating

CATEGORY ONE: BEST COMPANIES (RATED 10+)
04/17(QB) MAMAMANCINI’S (MMMB) FOOD PRODUCTS 1.90 $0.650 $41.5 $2.844 35.6 10

# 07/19(QB) TABLE TRAC (TBTC) CASINO SYSTEMS AND SUPPORT 2.90 $0.265 $6.4 $0.574 4.5 10

CATEGORY TWO: GOOD COMPANIES (RATED 8-9)
12/14(QB) INT’L BALER CORP. (IBAL) BALING EQUIPMENT 1.42 $0.000 $12.3 $0.312 5.2 9
02/21(GS) MIND C.T.I. (MNDO) BILLING & CUSTOMER CARE SOFTWARE 2.64 $0.000 $23.6 $5.323 19.9 8
05/19(N) SAFE BULKERS (SB) MARINE DRY BULK TRANSPORTATION 2.37 $538.508 $198.0 $15.765 101.5 9
01/21(QX) WILLIAMS INDUSTRIAL (WLMS) NOW ABOVE $3 PER SHARE; SEE PAGE 5 (FOLLOW-THROUGH)

CATEGORY THREE: SPECULATIVE COMPANIES (RATED 7 AND BELOW AND/OR NON-PROFITABLE)
10/18(CM) AEHR TEST SYSTEMS (AEHR) SEMICONDUCTOR TEST EQUIPMENT 2.55 $0.466 $13.6 ($4.499) 23.4 NR
02/18(QB) ALTIGEN COMMUNICATION (ATGN) CLOUD-BASED IP SOLUTIONS 2.38 $0.793 $11.6 $1.000 23.0 NR
04/19(N) ARC DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS (ARC) DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS 2.21 $87.374 $352.0 $4,675 42.8 7
10/19(QB) BAB, INC. (BABB) FAST CASUAL RESTAURANT FRANCHISES 0.62 $0.143 $2.5 $0.150 7.3 NR

# 07/18(CM) BETTER ONLINE SOLUTIONS (BOSC) NOW ABOVE $3 PER SHARE; SEE PAGE 5 (FOLLOW-THROUGH)
02/20(QB) BUTLER NATIONAL (BUKS) AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE PRODUCTS 0.59 $3.211 $65.9 $3.234 67.7 7
03/20(CM) FLEXSHOPPER (FPAY) NOW ABOVE $3 PER SHARE; SEE PAGE 5 (FOLLOW-THROUGH)
01/19(CM) FORWARD INDUSTRIES (FORD) NOW ABOVE $3 PER SHARE; SEE PAGE 5 (FOLLOW-THROUGH)
05/17(QB) GALAXY GAMING (GLXZ) GAMING INDUSTRY PRODUCTS 2.18 $45.991 $12.1 ($2.539) 19.8 NR

# 12/18(CM) GSE SYSTEMS (GVP) DATA ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT 1.78 $9.597 $62.3 ($15.671) 20.6 NR
10/17(QB) INNOVATIVE FOOD (IVFH) FOOD PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 0.61 $5.967 $56.4 ($4.872) 34.7 NR

# 09/16(CM) SOCKET MOBILE (SCKT) DATA CAPTURE PRODUCTS 2.81 $0.208 $18.9 $0.185 6.0 7

09/19(QB) TECHPRECISION (TPCS) METAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS 1.68 $2.446 $15.0 ($0.679) 29.4 NR

02/19(QB) TSS, INC. (TSSI) END-USER AND ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS 0.86 $2.703 $58.2 ($0.212) 19.0 9
We recommend only purchasing companies rated 8 or higher. If a company’s rating drops, do not sell. For when to sell, refer to the Game Plan on page 2.

Stocks to Bowser Database
As was the case last month, there are a number of 
companies that moved to page 5. In an effort to keep 
the newsletter clean, we are moving more companies 
to the Bowser Database that were recommended 
more than two years ago and have doubled and 
dropped 25%. Those companies are:

• Franklin Wireless (FKWL)
• Koss Corp. (KOSS)
• LightPath Technologies (LPTH)
• Schmitt Industries (SMIT)

 Remember, do not sell because a company 
is moving to the Database. Continue to follow the 
Bowser Game Plan.

Category Change
Altigen Communications (ATGN) is moving from 
Category 2 to Category 3 because its Bowser 
Rating fell from 9 to NR as a result of its most recent 
earnings report. Please see page 7 for more.

CPS Technologies receives order
CPS Technologies Corp. (CPSH) received a 
purchase order for HybridTech Armor© Panels to 
be installed as the strike face of advanced ballistic 
shields to support U.S. Navy CVN class ships. The 

National Holdings acquired at $3.25
National Holdings (NHLD) and B. Riley Financial 
(RILY) entered a definitive agreement under which  
B. Riley will acquire NHLD in an all tender cash 
offer. 
 Under the terms of the agreement, B. Riley 
will commence its offer for the remaining shares 
of NHLD it does not currently own at a purchase 
price of $3.25 per share. B. Riley currently owns 
approximately 45% of the common stock of NHLD.
 NHLD's Board of Directors has recommended 
to shareholders of National Holdings that they tender 
their shares into the offer. The merger is expected to 
add over 700 registered representatives managing 
$18.9 billion in client assets.

shields provide ballistic protection for crew-served 
weapons stations and the sailors manning them. 
The purchase order covers panels to equip all crew-
served weapons stations on one aircraft carrier.
 "This purchase order is the culmination 
of many years of R&D, testing, prototyping and 
design to apply the beneficial properties of metal-
matrix composites to armor at scale,” said Grant 
Bennett, CEO of CPSH.



INSIDER TRANSACTIONS
COMPANY SHARES TRADED # OF TRADES PRICE RANGE
Aehr Test Sys. (AEHR) A-28,167 4 $0.00

A-13,889x 2 $0.00
D-1,591 1 $2.15

Alaska Comm. (ALSK) A-163,610 6 $0.00
D-42,797 6 $3.34

CarParts.com (PRTS) A-454 1 $12.54
CF Bankshares (CFBK) A-39,720 6 $0.00

A-3,840x 1 $0.00
OE-14,544 1 $6.99

Clean Energy (CLNE) A-259,200 3 $0.00
A-68,400 1 $0.00

S-200,000 2 $10.00-$10.03
S-149,027x 1 $9.77

CPS Tech. (CPSH) OE-105,000 4 $1.83-$2.00
D-33,675 4 $3.58-$9.92

Franklin Wireless (FKWL) S-864,064 1 $5.19
InfuSystem (INFU) OE-60,000 1 $0.00

D-27,019 1 $18.60
Koss Corp. (KOSS) S-48,000 2 $4.60-$5.85

OE-48,000 2 $2.57
Liberated Syn. (LSYN) A-50,000 2 $0.00
National Holdings (NHLD) OE-78,125 1 $0.00
Retractable Tech. (RVP) S-2,500 1 $15
Socket Mobile (SCKT) A-4,940 1 $1.04

S-4,940 1 $2.88
Schmitt Industries (SMIT) A-3,213 3 $0.00

D-434 1 $5.41
Table Trac (TBTC) A-10,000 1 $0.00
Where Food (WFCF) D-9,000 2 $0.00
A-Acquisition (Non Open Market), B-Bought, D-Disposition (Non Open Market), OE-Option Exercise, S-Sold, x-indirect holdings. Information 
obtained from Nasdaq.com.

ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2 ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2

ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS (GS:ALSK) $3.28(8) 12/19 $1.70(8) LIBERATED SYNDICATION (QB:LSYN) $4.99(7) 08/18 $1.61(8)

BETTER ONLINE SOLUTIONS (CM:BOSC) $3.15(10) 07/18 $2.50(11) LIGHTPATH TECHNOLOGIES (CM:LPTH) NOW IN BOWSER DATABASE

BGC PARTNERS (GS:BGCP) $4.04(NR) 08/20 $2.89(8) NATIONAL HOLDINGS (CM:NHLD) $3.27(9) 08/17 $2.80(10)

CARPARTS.COM (GS:PRTS) $19.12(10) 06/18 $1.61(8) NOVA LIFESTYLE (GM:NVFY) $3.04(9) 02/15 $2.41(11)

CBDMD, INC. (A:YCBD) $4.88(8) 10/20 $1.98(10) ONE STOP SYSTEMS (GS:OSS) $5.33(9) 12/20 $2.73(9)

CF BANKSHARES. (CM:CFBK) $17.54(11) 03/17 $9.00(11) ORION ENERGY SYSTEMS (CM:OESX) $10.52(7) 11/19 $2.93(9)

*Price adjusted for 1-for-5 reverse split (Aug. '18) RADA ELECTRONIC (CM:RADA) $11.36(9) 03/18 $2.16(10)

CLEAN ENERGY FUELS (GS:CLNE) $12.97(10) 09/20 $2.57(9) RETRACTABLE TECHNOLOGIES (A:RVP) $18.99(10) 01/20 $1.48(10)

CPS TECHNOLOGIES (CM:CPSH) $22.53(11) 05/14 $2.87(9) SCHMITT INDUSTRIES (CM:SMIT) NOW IN BOWSER DATABASE

DESWELL INDUSTRIES (GM:DSWL) $3.35(8) 05/20 $2.35(9) SMITH-MIDLAND (QX:SMID) $11.12(7) 02/16 $2.38(10)

ENGLOBAL CORP. (CM:ENG) $7.18(9) 07/20 $1.10(10) SONO-TEK CORP. (QB:SOTK) $4.30(10) 08/14 $1.11(8)

FLEXSHOPPER (CM:FPAY) $3.22(NR) 03/20 $2.27(9) TAITRON COMPONENTS (CM:TAIT) $4.27(11) 05/18 $1.44(11)

FLUENT, INC. (GM:FLNT) $6.93(10) 11/20 $2.67(10) TOMI ENVIRONMENTAL (QB:TOMZ) $4.65(11) 06/20 $6.56(10)

FORWARD INDUSTRIES (CM:FORD) $4.34(7) 01/19 $1.34(10) *Price adjusted for 1-for-8 reverse split (Sep. '20)

FRANKLIN WIRELESS (QB:FKWL) NOW IN BOWSER DATABASE TRXADE GROUP (CM:MEDS) $6.55(10) 08/19 $4.20(9)

HC2 HOLDINGS (N:HCHC) $3.89(8) 06/19 $2.34(12) *Price adjusted for 1-for-6 reverse split (Feb. '20)

INFUSYSTEM HOLDINGS (A:INFU) $18.60(8) 12/15 $2.88(8) WHERE FOOD COMES FROM (CM:WFCF) $14.41(9) 10/12 $5.80(9)

INSIGNIA SYSTEMS (CM:ISIG) $8.35(NR) 03/19 $8.82(10) *Price adjusted for 1-for-4 reverse split (Dec. '20)

*Price adjusted for 1-for-7 reverse split (Jan. '21) WIDEPOINT CORP. (N:WYY) $13.10(8) 04/20 $3.50(8)

KOSS CORP. (CM:KOSS) NOW IN BOWSER DATABASE *Price adjusted for 1-for-10 reverse split (Nov. '20)

LEATT CORP. (QB:LEAT) $10.10(10) 12/17 $1.92(10) WILLIAMS INDUSTRIAL (QX:WLMS) $3.29(9) 01/21 $2.86(9)

THE FOLLOWING WE SAID SHOULD BE SOLD

(COLUMN 2 SHOWS THE DATE, PRICE AND BOWSER RATING WHEN WE RECOMMENDED THE STOCK BE SOLD)

SEACHANGE INT'L (GS:SEAC) $1.28 10/20 $0.76 SINGING MACHINE CO. (QX:SMDM) $0.39 09/20 $0.25
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FOLLOW-THROUGH AND STOCKS TO SELL
WE ENCOURAGE SUBSCRIBERS TO BUY OUR STOCKS WHEN THEY ARE $3 OR LESS. HOWEVER, WHEN THEY GO ABOVE $3, WE FOLLOW THEM IN THE FIRST GROUP BELOW. IN BOTH 
OF THE FOLLOWING LISTS, COLUMN 1 GIVES THE SHARE PRICE AS OF 02/05/21 PLUS THE CURRENT BOWSER RATING. COLUMN 2 IN THE FIRST LIST BELOW INCLUDES THE MONTH/
YEAR WE ORIGINALLY RECOMMENDED THE ISSUE, THE PRICE PER SHARE THEN AND THE BOWSER RATING. (NR=not rated)

BRIEFS
CarParts.com (PRTS) launched a new dedicated 
shopping hub for the hybrid, plug-in hybrid and 
electric vehicle community. . . . cbdMD (YCBD) 
retained former US FDA official Dr. Sibyl Swift as 
a regulatory consultant. . . . Franklin Wireless 
Corp. (FKWL) sent its first shipment of new 
5G broadband routers to a tier one carrier in 
South Korea. . . .   Forward Industres (FORD) 
subsidiaries, Intelligent Product Solutions and 
Kablooe Design, launched a complete medical 
device design and engineering service, leveraging 
their expertise. . . . GSE Systems' (GVP) Nuclear 
Industry Training and Consulting Group won three 
contracts with a combined value of $8.7 million. 
. . . HC2 Holdings (HCHC) sold its majority-
owned clean energy subsidiary Beyond6, Inc., to 
Mercuria Investments US, Inc. for approximately 
$169 million. . . . InfuSystem Holdings (INFU) 
acquired FilAMed, a privately-held biomedical 
services company, based in Bakersfield, CA. . 
. . LightPath Technologies (LPTH) completed 
its factory expansion for new infrared coating 
capabilities at its Riga, Latvia facility as part of 
its global production capacity expansion. . . . 
MamaMancini's (MMMB) announced a recent 
influx of 24 new product authorizations from 
retailers and club stores nationwide, all for 
late winter, spring and summer 2021 rollout. 
. . .  TOMI Environmental (TOMZ) received a 
purchase order from Vigilant Hose Company, in 
Emmitsburg, MD, which provides Fire/Rescue/
EMS services to five counties across two states. 
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COMPANY OF THE MONTH... CONTINUED
Outlook and Risks

The global pandemic has hurt the outlook for the 
industry as a whole. While this has hindered MIND 
C.T.I.’s revenue growth, it also makes it an appealing 
investment due to its financial stability relative to its 
competitors. Lower spending across the industry might 
seem like a red flag, but MNDO has outstanding long-
term relationships with its major customers. Additionally, 
its ability to integrate with the leading software helps it 
maintain positive revenue outlook. 
 The primary risk associated with MNDO is its 
current market value. Like most small caps, the stock 
has run up over the past six months and is trading near 
its 52-week high. Investors have to be much stricter 
with entry points on dividend stocks to avoid overpaying 
on a long-term investment.
 Outlook for MNDO is heavily reliant on the 
company maintaining an appealing dividend, and 
the company has not shown any signs of halting the 
payout. Additionally, we would like to see the company 
grow organically on top of acquisitions. The reduction 
in marketing expenses shows that current focus is on 
acquisitions, but it would benefit shareholders if the 
company could expand in more than one way. 

Conclusion
MNDO has been our radar for quite some time but has 
only recently reached sufficient bottom-line growth. 
The company has very strong fundamentals making it a 
safe investment in a challenging market. The extremely 
high dividend yield of 9% is enough to attract long-term 
investors, but the high institutional ownership is even 
more reassuring. Moving forward, we want to see the 
company grow both organically and via synergistic 
acquisitions to maintain its competitive advantage. 

Office: HaCarmel Street 2, Yokne’am Illit, Israel, Phone: 
972-4-993-6666, www.mindcti.com 

during the drop in March but has now fully recovered 
from the drop in share price. Its price/earnings (P/E) 
ratio of 10 shows a lower earnings growth rate but an 
undervaluation relative to its competitors. 
 Its price/book (P/B) ratio of 2.4 is less than half 
of the industry average but shows that the stock itself 
is overvalued. Its cash of $0.73/share is much higher 
than its average competitor and is more indicative 
of financial health than valuation, providing a safety 
cushion for future growth. Overall, MNDO is very 
undervalued relative to its competitors. 

Ownership
Insiders and institutional investors own 33% of the 
outstanding shares. Large insider and institutional 
ownership is reassuring for smaller stocks, especially 
when institutional investors account for 21% of the float. 
Below is a chart summarizing MNDO’s ownership: 

Twenty-five institutions currently hold MNDO stock, 
with the largest holder being Morgan Stanley at 1.3 
million shares. 
 With its high dividend yield, the stock is not 
actively traded considering most investors are sticking 
around for the long haul. As long as insiders and 
institutions continue to accumulate shares, MNDO’s 
market value should continue its rise. 

BUCKAROOS SPEAK
What's up with Koss Corp. (KOSS)?

Why did Koss Corp. (KOSS) go from $3 to $127 in a 
week? 

-- Jerry T. (FORUMS)
KOSS is one of the few high short interest stocks that 
ran up with GameStop (GME). The run up was due to 
coordinated buying pressure from Reddit users, which 
had just bought initially bought GME. The combination of 
its high volatility and trapped short sellers resulted in an 
extremely fast run up. Insiders unloaded over one million 
shares, and the stock dropped 88% from the high. 
 Trading for KOSS, GME and other momentum 
names was restricted by multiple brokerages shortly after 
they started moving. While this caused uproar from retail 
investors, it successfully ended the momentum. 

WidePoint (WYY) reverse split
Why is WidePoint's (WYY) stock price so different from 
the recommended price in April 2020 of $0.34/share?

-- Jim H. 
WYY is trading at a different price because the company 
executed a 1-for-10 reverse split in November 2020. While 
the reverse split does not change the underlying value of 
the stock, it does change the market value of each share. 
That is why the share price is 1,000% higher following the 
reverse split. However, factoring for the split, WYY is still 
up 223% from our recommendation in April 2020. 
 If you need more information on reverse splits, 
you can refer to our 2013 blog post titled "Bowser 101: 
Reverse Stock Splits" (https://bit.ly/3q126QS). The 
information is still relevant seven years later.
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Beginner's Portfolio Explanation
The Beginner's Portfolio continued to rapidly appreciate as Current Holdings Value performed extremely well. 
Atlantic American (AAME) finally doubled and dropped 25% in the same day, resulting in the sale of all 
holdings. Replacing AAME is Table Trac (TBTC).

EARNINGS
Quarter 
Ended

Current 
Sales

Same 
Period 

Last Year
Current 

Earnings

Same 
Period 

Last Year Comments
Altigen Communications (ATGN) 12/31/20 $2,661,000 $2,844,000 $56,000 $502,000 (A)
LightPath Technologies (LPTH) 12/31/20 $9,922,171 $9,599,912 ($146,545) $769,117 (B)
Schmitt Industires (SMIT) 11/30/20 $2,029,712 $1,033,102 ($2,366,000) $4,518,000 (C)
Sono-Tek (SOTK) 11/30/20 $3,827,142 $3,672,286 $320,478 $279,654 (D)

Beginner’s Portfolio Up %
BOUGHT: TBTC (200 Shares) @ $2.90 plus $7 commissions = $587 SOLD: AAME (50 Shares) @ $5.60 = $280

            AAME (50 Shares) @ $11.97 = $598

Cost 02/05/21 Cost 02/05/21 Cost 02/05/21 Proceeds

MMMB* 200/Jun ‘17 190 AEHR 368/Dec '18 510 ALSK 450/May '20 656 From Sales

NHLD 546/Sep ‘17 654 TSSI 198/Mar '19 172 WYY* 106/May '20 131 13,316

VTSI 560/Dec ‘17 874 ISIG 262/Apr '19 234 BGCP 512/Sep '20 808 280

LEAT* 488/Jan ‘18 1,010 HCHC 460/Jul '19 778 YCBD 600/Dec '20 976 598

BOSC 510/Aug ‘18 630 BUKS 134/Mar '20 118 TAIT 560/Dec '20 854 (587)

SMIT 578/Oct '18 1,138 FPAY* 200/Apr '20 322 TBTC 587/Feb '21 580 13,607

Current Holdings Value: 10,635

Original cost for all stocks: $4,766 *Half of original holdings Proceeds from Sales: 13,607

Total Value of Portfolio: 24,242
Gain: 24,242 minus 4,766 = 19,476

Percentage of gain: 19,476 divided by 4,766 x 100 = 408.6 Compound Annual Growth Rate: 8.74%

Comments: This is a simulated portfolio for those who would like to actively participate in the stock market…They want an ap-
proach that will serve as a learning situation…An investment of up to $600 a month is required…With each new Company of 
the Month, 100 shares are purchased until we had 18…We began using 200 shares each in 2017 to use more cash... We use an 
internet broker…We follow the Bowser Game Plan. Portfolio started Sep. ’01.

while continuing to build our sales pipeline and 
implementing production process improvements. 
Despite uncertain economic conditions, our 
teams have maintained discipline in execution 
and will continue to do so in the new year."
Sam Rubin, CEO of LightPath: "The growth 
drivers of our business remain intact and 
relatively insulated from the COVID-19 
pandemic. However, temporary yield issues 
in production have impacted our gross margin 
for this quarter. Those issues have been 
identified and are being addressed through both 
improvement to processes as well as changes 
to designs."
"The gains stem from the strategic shift in our 
business model that we initiated several years 
ago, expanding our product line to provide 
higher value complete machine solutions 
and larger subsystems to original equipment 
manufacturers," noted Dr. Christopher L. Coccio, 
SOTK CEO.

ATGN revenues were negatively impacted 
by COVID-19, while gross margins in the first 
quarter of fiscal 2021 were slightly lower. The 
decrease in margins was primarily driven by 
higher amortization of capitalized software and 
acquisition-related costs and to a lesser extent a 
shift in their product mix.
Michael Zapata, SMIT CEO, commented, "The 
second quarter of fiscal year 2021 continued 
our focus on stabilization and building a strong 
foundation for our businesses. At Ample Hills 
Creamery, we are investing in both our assets 
and our people. We approved a capital project to 
upgrade our equipment and improve production 
efficiencies at our iconic Red Hook factory while 
also focusing on cost reduction in our purchasing 
practices.
 "In our SMS Measurement segment, we 
redesigned our Acuity website and Xact portal 
for an improved customer service experience 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)



FIVE BOWSER STOCKS UP AND DOWN
CPS Tech. (CPSH) UP 529% Altigen Comm. (ATGN) DOWN 10%

Koss Corp. (KOSS) UP 511% Franklin Wireless (FKWL) DOWN 6%

Forward Ind. (FORD) UP 126% Innovative Food (IVFH) DOWN 5%

Retractable Tech. (RVP) UP 68% Orion Energy (OESX) DOWN 3%

ENGlobal (ENG) UP 52% Alaska Comm. (ALSK) DOWN 0%
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NOTES BY THE EDITOR
This was one of the most memorable 
months for small cap stocks in years. Retail 
investors stuck it to hedge funds by running up 
numerous high short interest names. 
 This momentum gave Bowser stocks 
a boost as investors piled into Koss Corp. 
(KOSS) without any regard for risk management. 
CPS Technologies Corp. (CPSH) was still the top 
gainer after purchase order news and unconfirmed 
chatter that ARK Invest may take a stake in the 
company. 

While market volatility has not shown any 
major red flags, we urge subscribers to 
manage risk and diversify. Buying pressure 
has been unusually high for small caps and 
when reward increases, risk follows. 
  The front page article for this month's 

issue is another reminder to stick to the Bowser 
Game Plan. Roger Otting has reassured us once 
more of the consistency of Max Bowser's investment 
strategy. Although it is more exciting to hit home 
runs, it is better to have a strict selling plan. 
The January 2021 Bowser Database published 
earlier this month. Single copies are available 
for $25, a year's subscription for $79 or a two-
year subscription for $135. Please contact us 
(customerservice@thebowserreport.com) for more 
information.


